Unsupervised segmentation of phoneme sequences is an essential process to obtain unknown words during spoken dialogues. In this segmentation, an input phoneme sequence without delimiters is converted into segmented sub-sequences corresponding to words. The Pitman-Yor semi-Markov model (PYSMM) is promising for this problem, but its performance degrades when it is applied to phonemelevel word segmentation. This is because of insufficient cues for the segmentation, e.g., homophones are improperly treated as single entries and their different contexts are also confused. We propose a phoneme-length context model for PYSMM to give a helpful cue at the phoneme-level and to predict succeeding segments more accurately. Our experiments showed that the peak performance with our context model outperformed those without such a context model by 0.045 at most in terms of Fmeasures of estimated segmentation.
Introduction

Motivation
The final goal of our current project is to achieve the development of robots or systems that acquire knowledge during spoken interactions between them and human beings in the open world. Unknown or new words appear frequently in our daily lives, and because their meanings may be different for the systems deployed in different areas, automatic lexicon acquisition is a useful function for maintenance-free spoken dialogue systems. In this paper, we focus on the phoneme-level representation of utterance -not in the signal-level -to relax the problem, which results in an issue with phoneme sequence segmentation. The segmentation converts an input phoneme sequence into segmented sub-sequences corresponding to individual words. The focus of our study is illustrated in Figure 1 . When the robot listens to a human utterance that includes an unknown word like "tempura," the robot will estimate the unknown segment "tempura" by the iterative search based on trial-and-error of many hypotheses among different layers. Here, the phoneme sequence of an unknown word is necessary as an intermediate representation between signals and lexicon because we cannot directly obtain the spelling of an unknown word just from sound information. Note that our assumption of a phoneme sequence given is partly supported by the high accuracy of state-of-the-art speech and phoneme recognition Hinton et al., 2012; Seide et al., 2011a,b) .
Approaches based on Bayesian nonparametrics are promising methods to achieve lexical acquisition from unsegmented characters or phonemes. These methods estimate the segmentation labels of (Mochihashi et al., 2009) , or Pitman-Yor semiMarkov model (PYSMM) in other words. The model achieved high computational efficiency and high segmentation accuracy compared with a previous method based on the hierarchical Dirichlet process using simple Gibbs sampling (Goldwater et al., 2006) . Uchiumi et al. also proposed a method that estimates the segmentation labels and part-of-speech tagging of words at the same time based on Pitman-Yor hidden semi-Markov models (PYHSMM) for characterlevel segmentation (Murphy, 2002; Uchiumi et al., 2015) . PYHSMM has not been applied to the segmentation of phoneme sequences. The difficulty with phoneme sequence segmentation is insufficient cues to distinguish or predict the context and segmentation labels. For example, the homophones are improperly treated as single entry and their different contexts are also confused in phoneme-level segmentation. This is a similar situation with the homographs in characterlevel segmentation, but it occurs much more frequently in phoneme-level segmentation, resulting in more serious problem. Although NPYLM and PYHSMM have been applied to character-level segmentation, they do not utilize cues useful for phoneme-level segmentation. We need to determine such useful cues to achieve accurate segmentation of phoneme sequences. Note that the performance comparison of NPYLM and PYHSMM methods in phoneme-level segmentation have not been conducted. We believe that comparing these methods on the basis of phoneme sequences is also useful for further improvement of the model.
We propose a phoneme-length context model for segmentation, which was not used in the NPYLM and PYHSMM. Note that the length is not the duration of a phoneme (the phoneme 'a' continues for three frames in the time axis, for example), which is used in signal-level segmentation (Lee and Glass, 2012) . Figure 2 illustrates phoneme length and its contexts in the case of bi-grams. The phoneme sequence of 'see' and 'sea' is same and both lengths are two as shown in the left side of Fig. 2 . The context of phoneme length is the sequence of these lengths. For example, if 'him' succeeds to 'see', the bi-gram of phoneme length is the pair of 3 and 2 where 3 is the length of phonemes 'him' and 2 is the length of phonemes 'si:'. We denote the pair as (3, 2) as shown in the right side of Fig. 2 . Since the length of each segmented phoneme also depends on the previously segmented phonemes, this context represents one aspect of parts of speech. For example, the phoneme-length context captures the tendency that the length of the adposition is usually short and the length of the succeeding segment will be relatively long. We expect the phonemelength context to be another cue for segmentation because the phoneme-length context is more abstract than word-level context. This phonemelength model is expected to capture a rhythmic aspect of language.
We model the phoneme-length context as a prior probability distribution of sequential segmentation labels. This is because the probability distribution is expected to control how long each segmented phoneme becomes. Since the joint prior probability distribution of sequential segmentation labels were decomposed into factorized probabilities like N -gram, the phoneme-length model follows the Markov process and has a transition probability. The transition probability is also modeled and smoothed by using the PitmanYor N -gram model as other language models did. Our method, using NPYLM and PYHSMM, is evaluated by using a conversational corpus in English and Japanese in terms of the F-measures of the estimated segmentation labels. Because the corpus contains fillers and hesitations, the property of utterance used for evaluation matches our research purpose.
Related Work
There are several approaches based on Bayesian nonparametrics to achieve lexical acquisition from raw audio signals (Neubig et al., 2010; Lee and Glass, 2012; Kamper et al., 2016; Taniguchi et al., 2016) , unsegmented phonemes, or words (Mochihashi et al., 2009;  Goldwater et al., 2009; Elsner et al., 2013; Uchiumi et al., 2015) . The lexical acquisition technique is necessary in other areas, such as dialogue system that acquires knowledge through dialogue (Ono et al., 2016) . The advantages of Bayesian approach compared with other approaches (Kuo et al., 2007; Räsänen et al., 2015) are that a) the number of words in the system's vocabulary can be increased automatically in accordance with the amount of data and b) the semi-supervised learning of segmentation labels is easy to apply to utilize our knowledge of language. A typical estimation procedure is a Gibbs-sampling-based iteration of 1) the estimation of borders (segmentation labels) given a temporal N -gram language model (Goodman, 2001) and 2) the estimation of an Ngram language model given the temporal segmentation labels.
Unsupervised Segmentation and Baselines
We explain the overview and segmentation algorithm of NPYLM and PYHSMM as baseline methods. PYHSMM is an extended model of NPYLM to estimate the part-of-speech tagging of segmented words at the same time.
Overview
The unsupervised segmentation problem is defined finding the latent segmentation labels z = [z 1 , ..., 
where NPYLM uses Eq. (1) and PYHSMM uses Eq. (2). The definition of each likelihood, such as p(c|z) and p(c|z, m), is important. Because the border of phonemes z is given in these models, the likelihood can be factorized like N -gram probability. For example, the likelihood can be factorized as p(c i+1 , ..., c N |c 1 , ..., c i , z)p(c 1 , ..., c i |z), where the phoneme segments are considered to be two word segments w 1 = c 1 ...c i and
This N -gram modeling is also adopted to decompose the part-of-speech label m, and this controls the grammar and the number of words. The nested hierarchical Pitman-Yor language model (NPYLM) is used to represent the factorized N -gram probability (Mochihashi et al., 2009) . Here, we represent the context of N -gram as h and the depth of the hierarchical context tree of h as | h|. Given the seating arrangement of customers that are represented by hidden variables s in the hierarchical Chinese restaurant process (CRP), the conditional probability of a word segment w with the context h is defined as follows:
where c hw is the count of word w at context h, and c h * = w c hw is its sum. h is the reduced context of h, in which the relationship | h | = | h| − 1 exists. t hw is the number of tables at context h, and t h * is its sum. θ | h| and d | h| are the common parameters of h with the same depth | h|. Here, the uni-gram segment probability
Please see the work of Teh (2006) for the sampling algorithm of seating arrangement. The segmentation labels z and other parameters such as the N -gram language model are updated iteratively. If the segmentation labels are given, we can calculate the statistics of the N -gram model. If the N -gram model is given, we can estimate the probability of the segmentation labels. Because the update of the N -gram model is well known, we explain the update of the estimation of the segmentation labels in the latter parts of this section.
Algorithm 1 Backward sampling: Θ represents parameter set
Set t ← t − k, i ← i + 1 end while 2.2 Inference for NPYLM Mochihashi et al. (2009) proposed introducing the forward-backward inference to estimate the segmentation labels efficiently. This method uses a semi-Markov model, and it considers the problem as a sequential estimation of the hidden labels. The procedure consists of two steps: forward filtering and backward sampling.
The forward filtering calculates the forward probability that is used for the Bayesian learning of the hidden Markov model (HMM) (Scott, 2002) . The following equation denotes α [t] [k] as the probability of generating the partial phonemes c 1 , ..., c t of c using the last k phonemes in the case of bi-grams.
where α[0][0] = 1 and c n , ..., c m = c m n . Backward sampling is achieved by drawing a phoneme segment w from the end of a sentence by using forward probability α[t] [k] . Because the end of sentence is represented by the special symbol E, we can start sampling a word with the probability proportional to p(E|c N N −k ). The algorithm is summarized in Alg. 1.
Note that we do not use the correction of phoneme-level N -gram probability based on the phoneme length using the Poisson distribution in the NPYLM. This is because the length property is embedded into our model naturally.
Inference for PYHSMM
The PYHSMM, which is an extended model of NPYLM, estimates the parts of speech of each segmented phoneme. We expect that the performance of PYHSMM is better than that of NPYLM. The forward probability,
, is newly introduced in the case of bi-grams, and the following equation denotes it as the probability of generating the partial phonemes c 1 , ..., c t with part-of-speech m from the last k phonemes.
where p(m|r) is the transition probability of the latent parts of speech and assumed the hierarchical Pitman-Yor language model.
The algorithm of the backward sampling is similar to that of NPYLM. The parts of speech are sampled as well as the segmentation label. Because the end of the sentence and its parts of speech are represented using the special symbol E, we can start sampling a word with the probability proportional to p(E|c N N −k , E)p(E|m) like NPYLM. Note that the computational cost of PYHSMM is larger than that of NPYLM due to the search part-of-speech labels.
Analysis and Our Approach
We focus on the distribution of phoneme length to distinguish the confused contexts. If we have two different words with the same pronunciation, we can sometimes distinguish the phoneme representations of them on the basis of the lenght of the preceding or succeeding phoneme segments. The phoneme-length context will capture the tendency that the length of the adposition is usually short and the length of the succeeding segment will be relatively long. Figure 4 illustrates the real phoneme-length distribution in the English and Japanese spokendialogue transcriptions used in our evaluation (Sec. 5.2). Given that the function len(w) returns the phoneme length of word w, the matrices represent the bi-gram length probability p(len(w n )|len(w n−1 )), and the horizontal axis is len(w n−1 ) and the vertical axis is len(w n ). w n represents the n-th word in each sentences. The line graphs represent the uni-gram length probability p(len(w n )). These probabilities were calculated on the basis of maximum likelihood estimation. Verb and Noun represent the phoneme-length probability of verbs and nouns in Japanese data, respectively. The definitions of bi-gram and uni-gram probability for Verb and Noun are p(len(w n )|len(w n−1 ), pos(w n )) and p(len(w n |pos(w n )), where pos(w) is a function that returns a part-of-speech tag of the word w.
We determined that the phoneme-length probability depends on 1) language, 2) context, and Phoneme length of wn-1 If we utilize this information, we will achieve an accurate segmentation. The straightforward approach to exploit phoneme-length information is to utilize the prior distribution of the segmentation labels z that is not used in either NPYLM and PYSHMM. Because the prior probability is considered to be the source that determines the length of each phoneme segment, embedding this prior into a model is expected to improve the segmentation performance. Therefore, we need to construct a model that considers the prior of the segmentation labels and should also reveal the performance of these models for phoneme-level word segmentation.
Phoneme-Length Context Model for
Pitman-Yor Semi-Markov Models
We extend the NPYLM and PYHSMM to exploit the phoneme-length patterns of each phoneme segment. First, we explain our problem statement for unsupervised segmentation of phoneme sequences. Next, we derive the context model of the phoneme length and show the forwardbackward algorithms for our extended NPYLM and PYHSMM.
Problem Statement and Model
We exploit the probability of phoneme length in estimating latent segmentation labels z and latent part-of-speech labels m. The parameters are estimated by maximizing the following probabilities:
The former objective function is for NPYLM, and the latter is for PYHSMM. The probabilities of segmentation labels p(z) in Eq. (6) and p(z|m) in Eq. (7) are used in our objective functions. p(z) is a prior probability distribution of segmentation labels z in Eq. (6). We decompose each joint probability into Ngram probabilities. For an easy explanation of this decomposition, here we use the length of partof-speech labels L m and the correct segmentation labels as if these are given, which are actually searched for during training. The non-zero indices of segmentation labels z are represented by g = [g 1 , ..., g W ], where W is the number of "true" phoneme segments. W equals L m in the case of part-of-speech estimation. We also define g i = g i + 1. The factorized models in the case of bi-grams for NPYLM and PYHSMM are represented as follows:
, z
, m i ),(10)
where p(m i |m i−1 ) is a transition probability of latent part-of-speech labels, z
) and p(z
, m i ) are transition probabilities of the segmentation labels. The transition probability of segmentation labels is derived naturally. The latent variables for the seating arrangement of N -gram probability in Eq. (3) are omitted in these equations.
We design the transition probability of segmentation labels, such as p(z
), to depend on the length of each phoneme segment. Because the length of each segment can be represented using the non-zero indices g, the bi-gram transition probability is rewritten as
where m g i is omitted in the case of PYHSMM, and each integer, such as g i − g i−1 , is considered as a symbol or label. This transition probability is the phoneme-length bi-gram probability as mentioned in Sec. 3, and it is also modeled by the hierarchical Pitman-Yor language model (HPYLM) not by a Poisson distribution (Mochihashi et al., 2009) because HPYLM is a count-based representation, which is appropriate for multimodal distribution. Such probability for duration modeling is also seen in (Kuo et al., 2007) .
Inference
We derived the forward-backward algorithms to estimate the segmentation labels and part-ofspeech labels. The inference for NPYLM is introduced first; then, the inference of PYHSMM is explained. Note that the segmentation label z and part-of-speech labels m are estimated simultaneously.
The forward probability α [t] [k] of NPYLM with phoneme-length context is modified as follows.
where p(k|j) is a transition probability of the length of each phoneme segment. The forward probability is modified by the bi-gram probability of lengths. We can use p(c t t−k+1 |c
because information of length j is included in the phoneme sequence representation, c t−k t−k−j+1 . As with NPYLM, the context of phoneme lengths can be embedded into PYHSMM. The forward probability is also represented as
where m represents a part of speech. The forward probability is also biased by a transition probability of the length of each phoneme segment p(k|j, m). We can also use p(c t t−k+1 |c t−k t−k−j+1 , k, m). Because the number of parameters is large in this case of latent parts of speech, the convergence speed will degrade compared with NPYLM. Backward sampling of both cases is achieved in the same way as in NPYLM. The details are omitted due to space limitation.
Substitution
We substitute the conditional probability into simpler one by ignoring the dependency on length k in this work as follows:
The probability should be ideally normalized only on the tokens that have length k, and this substitution makes a double count of the length information of token c t t−k+1 . On the other hand, the difference between NPYLM and our proposed model in the inference is clear. The transition probability p(k|j) is added in our model, and its implementation becomes simple. Our strict model will be evaluated in the future work.
We also use p(c t t−k+1 |c
. Note that there are several options on the back-off structure of the conditional probability p(c t t−k+1 |c t−k t−k−j+1 , k). For example, the word uni-gram p(c t t−k+1 |k) might be smoothed by un-conditioned word uni-gram or by the kconditioned character N -gram. If the amount of data is limited, the parameter estimation of the conditional character N -gram may fail. We adopt the existing model, NPYLM, as the structure in this work. The optimal structure should also be investigated in the future work.
Experiments
Evaluation Procedure
We evaluated each model by comparing the estimated segmented labels with the correct segmented original phoneme text (transcription of speech corpus). Utterances in the corpus were divided manually, and each utterance was treated as one sentence. The unsegmented phoneme text is generated by replacing the word-segmented transcription text into phoneme text with a dictionary and by removing whitespaces.
The criteria for the evaluations were the Fmeasures of the estimated lexicon set and segmentation label set. These F-measures are the harmonic mean of recall and precision; therefore, we could consider the recall and precision at the same time. The lexicon set after unsupervised segmentation was compared with that of the original segmented phoneme text. The estimated set of segmentation labels was also compared with that of the original phoneme text.
We used a development set to monitor the maximum performance of segmentation methods. The 1% data set was randomly selected from each test set, and its F-measure of segmentation labels was used to determine the epochs for calculating F-measures. Since we can obtain some correctly-transcribed text in a real situation, this evaluation process is reasonable. First, we ran each method over a sufficient number of epochs. Next, we calculated the F-measure of each development set's segmentation label and identified the 20-epoch section where the averaged F-measure was the highest. We calculated the F-measures of test sets that averaged over 20 epochs corresponding to the identified 20-epoch section. Note that each method is based on sampling and the max- imum likelihood estimation sometimes does not match the segmentation on the basis of linguistic definitions.
Data
We used two types of speech transcription in English and Japanese for evaluation. This is because the distribution of phoneme length also differs in languages as mentioned in Sec. 3. We used the Switchboard-1 Telephone Speech Corpus (Godfrey et al., 1992) for the English set, which includes the transcription of conversational dialogue speech 1 . We selected 5,239 sentences from the session "ID 20," which included 88,127 word segments with 6,203 unique words. These words were converted into phonemes, totaling 276,329 phoneme characters. The vocabulary size in terms of phoneme representation was 5,422, and this was a unique number of phoneme sequences of words. For example, because the pronunciation of the words "see" and "sea" is the same "si:", the phoneme sequence "si:" is considered to be a unique vocabulary item. The phoneme set used in the English corpus included 43 phonemes in total including end-of-sentence symbols. The properties of the corpus are summarized in Table 1 .
We used the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ) for the Japanese set, which is a collection of spoken dialogue recordings and their transcriptions (Maekawa, 2003) . We used 17,493 sentences, including 132,900 word segments with 8,325 of them being unique words. The phoneme set for Japanese includes the combination of consonants and vowels and almost completely corresponds to "katakana" in Japanese to remove redundancy. The words were also transformed into phonemes ("katakana"), resulting in 264,544 of them. The vocabulary size in terms of phoneme representation was 6,589, and this was the unique number of phoneme sequences of words. The phoneme set used in the Japanese corpus included 79 phonemes in total including end-of-sentence symbols. The properties of the corpus are also summarized in Table 1 .
Parameter Settings
The parameters of NPYLM were the same for all models. The hyper parameters of the word language model were initialized as θ |h| = 2.0, d |h| = 0.5, and the other parameters of prior probability distribution were all set to 1.0, such as the parameters of the beta distribution in NPYLM.
The hyper parameters of the phoneme (character) language, part-of-speech model and length model were the same as those in the language model. We set the maximum length of the phoneme sequence L c to 10 due to the computational complexity. The number of classes of part of speech label, M , was set to 4 due to the small corpus size and computational cost. The initial labels of parts of speech were initialized randomly within the number of classes.
Results
The maximum F-measures of the lexicon and segmentation are listed in Tables 2 and 3 for the English and Japanese test sets. The notations Lex. and Seg. represent the F-measures of the lexicon and segmentation, respectively. NPYLM-D denotes the proposed NPYLM with our phonemelength context model in Table 2 , and PYHSMM-D denotes the proposed PYHSMM with our context model in Table 3 .
The F-measures of the proposed NPYLM-D outperformed the NPYLM for both the English and Japanese test sets as shown in Table 2 . The improvements in the Japanese corpus, 0.067 (Lex.) and 0.045 (Seg.), were larger than those in the English corpus, 0.003 (Lex.) and 0.01 (Seg.). This is because the bi-gram probability of phoneme length varies more in Japanese than in English, and the NPYLM-D could capture such tendencies. The NPYLM does not use any information other than the context of a segmented phoneme sequence. Therefore, the length model is useful to model the phoneme-level features. The lower performance of NPYLM-D after convergence might be caused by the conditional probability substitution and its double-count of length information.
The F-measures of the proposed PYHSMM-D were worse than those of PYHSMM for both the English and Japanese test sets as shown in Table 3. The performances of these methods were Figures 5 and 6 , respectively. The horizontal axis represents the epoch of Gibbs sampling, and the vertical axis represents the F-measures for the segmentation label set. The Gibbs sampling was stopped after at least ten days. Note that the Fmeasure of segmentation does not necessarily correlate with the likelihood and all methods were based on stochastic segmentation.
The F-measures of NPYLM and PYHSMM for the English and Japanese corpora improved in proportion to the number of epochs, and those of PYHSMM and PYHSMM-D did not converge as shown in Figures 5 and 6 . Because the number of hidden parameters of PYHSMM and PYHSMM-D was large, their convergence speeds were slow. The proposed NPYLM-D had peak F-measures at 100-200 epochs, and they went down and converged as the number of epochs increased. This was mainly because the phoneme-length context model accelerated the segmentation in the early epochs, and the small number of observations and un-supervised condition caused over-fitting. Therefore, the performance of the NPYLM-D is expected to be improved by using a larger corpus or by optimizing hyper parameters to match the actual prior probability of phoneme length.
The semi-supervised training would be effective for segmentation in practical use because it matches the actual use case. Evaluating the performance under such a condition is planned for future work. We expect the PYHSMM-D to work well more after 1000 epochs, but it requires a large computational cost. Its results could also be improved with a larger corpus and semi-supervised condition.
Conclusions
Unsupervised segmentation of phoneme sequences is an essential process to obtain unknown words during spoken dialogues with users. The PYSMM is a promising model to achieve unsupervised segmentation, but its performance degrades when it is applied to phoneme-level word segmentation. We proposed a phoneme-length context model for PYSMM to give a helpful cue at the phoneme-level and to predict succeeding phoneme segmentation more accurately. Our experiments showed that the peak performances with our context model outperformed those without such a context model by 0.045 at most in terms of Fmeasures of estimated segmentation labels.
There are the several future works on 1) optimization of parameters, 2) evaluation of semisupervised training and other languages, and 3) improvement of our model and inference method. To further improve our method, we must investigate the hyper parameters setting for the estimation of segmentation labels to operate efficiently. The semi-supervised training will also improve the performance of our method. We will evaluate our method not only for English and Japanese but also other languages, such as African languages because the rhythmic information might be vivid. The performance of our strict model and the optimal back-off structure should be investigated to reveal the limitation of our model. The modification of inference algorithm will be required due to the computational efficiency when we use longer context information more than tri-gram. Since the rhythm information of latent segmentation might not be captured well by bi-grams, the challenge of using longer context is one of the important issues for our purpose.
